Need for In Vivo Triggering of Homeostasis to Repair Irreversible Tissue Degeneration by Stem Cells through Innate and Invasive Regeneration Processes.
The regeneration patterns are innate, inherited and evolutionarily conserved mechanisms. In every individual there are certain cells and signaling networks which work together to proliferate the desired tissue lineages to replace the dead, lost and injured counter parts. This homeostasis mechanism keeps functioning of the organ system intact. There are some tissues such as skin, gut, blood, respiratory tract, uterine endometrium, testis must perpetually renew the majority of cells. As the aging advances the turnover potentials decreases under normal circumstances, some of these respond inefficiently to regenerative pressures (eg: brain and heart) while other respond quite well. Therefore creating an optimized micro environment using external means through non-invasive or invasive procedures preferably minimally by utilizing appropriately subjected stem cells/stem cell secretome to induce regeneration at the target sites where it does not take place spontaneously. Stem cell biology is one of the most attractive areas of biomedical research, as emerges for the execution of biotechnology towards the regenerative medicine continues to expand. The presumed potential of the stem cell populations with clonogenic capabilities are harnessed for the therapeutic applications. Advancements in the research technology and the idea of inducing innate regeneration by stem cell based approaches can generate the potential cure for many degenerative disorders, age related disabilities and accidental tissue damages.